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About This Game

Razor2: Hidden Skies Razor2: Hidden Skies is a top view shooter. The game has the style of successful classic arcade games,
while using the latest technology to create great visuals and effects. An old-school game with all new technology. Razor2 has

easy gameplay, while challenging your skills with hundreds of enemies and bullets threatening you all the time. The soundtrack
is another great feature, Razor2 uses classic orchestrated music, composed especially for the game.

Razor2 includes ten achievements and world records. Do your best, and place your name on the best players ranking. Play hard
to win titles such as the Destructor, shooting down 4000 enemies, or the "almost impossible" Ace Pilot, completing the game

without using any continues.
Key features:

Shoot them up (shmup)

Eight levels

Fifty different enemy waves

Incredible Boss fights

Weapons and equipment upgrades

Three difficulty levels
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World and local Records

Ten medals and achievements

Great graphics, art and shaders

Easy and amazing gameplay

Awesome orchestrated music
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Title: Razor2: Hidden Skies
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Invent4 Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2010
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I've played this game more that some other games that I actually bought.
And this game is completely free.

Nothing more needs to be said here.. Amazing game. (will write more when I reach the end). I'm pretty sure people only get this
to spell out their names with the achievements.... I bought this mostly because of the nostalgia associated with The Sentinel. This
game feels a little bit stripped down and faster paced than it's predecessor which isn't necessarily a bad thing but it does make if
feel like it has a little less depth. It's a little bit of a shame as having the ability to create a new avatar and then jump into it
seems like a concept made for VR, the changes (like being able to absorb trees without seeing their bases and no avatars mean
you need much less energy to progress) and the time-based leaderboards make it feel more like a sprint to the finish rather than
the original strategic game of cat and mouse.

Having said that, my only real problem with it is down to the controls. I don't have particularly steady hands and so absorbing
any objects at a distance (or getting the square that the Koth is on) is really hard without me pulling the controller back and
steadying it against my body. It would be really nice if, once you started absorbing something, the beam would stick to it's
original target until it is either absorbed, or you let go of the trigger.. This character is good, really. She's cool moves (fire
effects :D) but they are also fast and powerful.
It's definitely worth your money.
Only con is that she only has two costumes... but hey! We are on PC! We have mods! (iukwim)

DEVS (yeah I'm helping TN, kill me)! In the move list there's a weird P (just before the KKK string), and it's also reported as a
middle punch. FIX!!!||\\\\!!\\\\\\1111!!!!!!!!!

Another weird lonely K just before P+K

The K in the 6H+K is reported as an high kick (while it's a mid strike, in fact even the H says so)

Was it so difficult to make P, K, P+K and T after the airflip (9P) appear at the right moment, and not just display them with all
the other moves?

7P, ok, but 7PP? The second P doesn't work!. Pretty cool! This is the first opera I've been to. I like classical music and this was
really nice to chill out to awe for few good minutes!. Crashes early, crashes often. Got in Humble Bundle pack.. Kawaii\u2665
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I would like to start off by saying that this game is just not good. Story doesnt make any sense at all, theres no run key, and its
not even scary. Its more of just suspende than it is scary. Thank god i only paid $2.39 for this game because it is crap.. I've been
waiting for this game to come out since I saw it on Steam, and I definitely recommend giving it a quick play. There are currently
only 3 minigames, as follows:

- shoot drones flying at you and deflect their bullets with a light saber. Not much else to say about this.

- block soccer balls from getting into your goal using two giant hands (this gets pretty difficult pretty fast imo)

- a Holopoint-style bow game where you shoot robots before they get to you

All of them increase in difficulty over time and are pretty fun for a bit.

The only problems I can see so far are that the resolution seems a little low, which I guess is fine especially if you're on a lower
system, and the Holopoint-esque game seems to have a bug where enemies can't hit you when you're looking at them.

Oh, and the way you add arrows to your bow makes you want to clash your controllers together.

Updating this review and sacrificing the ratings it has because the game is now $10, rather than free. The developer is kind of
pushing it at this price, and though it's a bit of fun I certainly wouldn't pay more than 5.. Funny RPG game.
Make sure to buy as many +50 mp accessories for all your chars as they can carry, (when you can afford it) as healing is limited
(you heal on level up and main guy has it as one of his mp spells) due to no real way to restore mana outside of items (3 towns in
havn't seen a way to rest in any fashion)
I enjoyed the old hermit side quest.
. I bought it, and do not like this , out for 30 minute played. pretty good game. I would Recommend to give this game a go but
maybe wait for a sale. However be wary the ending is slightly abrupt less cliff hanger more oh its over, to be continued in the
next game.

What I Liked:

The Story, It was interesting and kept me intriged even if it did get a little left feild at the end.
The Puzzels, nice mix.
The graphics, all though I would of liked it to use more of the film noir style it take from with the heavy shadows.

What I didn't

The controls, I felt when using the mouse during the puzzels it was very on or off. The hand cursor made some of the puzzels
fiddley the arrow cursor would have been fine. The abilty to run would have great, double click to run, after walking round the
secne you've visited before can really slow down the gameplay. keyboard controls would of been a god send, trying to stealth
with point and clicking can be quite infuriating.
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